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Service pack releases to 4.8 POS
Due to demands in projects and in the market, we have released five minor

versions adding to the 4.8 main release:

- V4.8.1: Fixed crash for image generation, optimizations for client price

promotions

- V4.8.2: Show customer button and search page also when customer is

required. Stock not sent to backend when only stock was changed in POS

backoffice. Crash when adding manual product to promotion handling fixed

- V4.8.3: Do not send delivered status to Svea for completed payments.

Layout templates not applied when set on shop

- V4.8.4: Lookup delivery date also for products from datasource and web

view. Finalized Deliverect orders should move to old orders when

completed and paid

- V4.8.5: Preorders not closing after completion. Fix for iOS 17 crash
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These are the major changes in Extenda GO POS version 4.9

This version covers work done in sprints 73,74 and 75.

New features
- Many improvements for Portuguese fiscal law



- You can now pay by invoice in self check out mode. To accommodate this,

the payment button has been revamped to show all active integrated

tenders

- Fiscalization for France is now ready through Fiskaltrust

- When weighted cost prices are enabled, you can not set the cost price

for existing products in POS

- POS will now do reconciliation of terminals where this is supported when

doing EOD

- Floating placeholders added to input fields in POS backoffice to help

knowing which field is for what

- New app Extenda Go iPos added for iPhone use. Tap on phone payment

through Adyen is only available in this app due to the minimum

requirement for iOS 16.4. Extenda Go Pos app will not be available for

iPhones when iPos is out and stable

- Support for showing original price for products, typically used in

outlets where the product is sold cheaper than recommended retail price,

and you want to show the savings to the customer. Needs to be enabled by

parameter

- Fiskaly fiscalization for Germany has been updated to version 2 of the

Fiskaly APIs

- Partial payments with misc tender types are now allowed

- You can now select to print cashier names on receipts, this feature was

removed to protect the cashiers, but there is now a parameter to

reenable the printing of the cashier name instead of cashier number

- POS will now delete entity images after they are sent to the server, to

avoid the app growing until iPad runs out of storage space and behaves

badly

- POS will fetch downsized images from CDN, to avoid problems when users

upload really large images

- You can now enable a parameter to make POS show each product on separate

lines in bill, so discounts or shipping can be managed per line

- “Value of any selected product” is now supported in promotions

- Creation and editing of customers can now set more fields

- A notification mechanism has been implemented, where admins in the

system can send notifications to groups of POS apps, for instance if all

on a certain version need to upgrade POS to a newer version because of a

bug, or other scenarios. A pop up will then be displayed showing the

message from the admin



New parameters
- Shared.Setting.Product.CostPriceEditing.Enabled, default value true.

- Shared.Setting.Product.RetailPriceEditing.Enabled, default value true.

- Shared.Setting.ShowOriginalPriceField.Enabled, default value false.

- Shared.Setting.ShowCashierNameInReceipts.Enabled, default value false.

- POS.Setting.AlwaysSplitBillLines.Enabled, default value false

Bugs fixed
Numerous fixes and improvements have been made.

- Customer display showing wrong price when product has variable price

- User not saved for order lines from preorders or shared bills

- Crashes registered in SumUp SDK on iOS 17, a workaround has been found.

New SDK version from SumUp has not been received

Complete issue list
Many of the issues registered as bugs are findings in functional testing and

regression testing, so called QA bugs. Few of the bugs have actually been

detected in production.






